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This presentation will be organized through the selected design framework by
Koberg and Bagnall (1981). This framework was modified by replacing the 7th step

of evaluation with an exhibition step.



1
Accept

To chose the current problem or topic for the project.



1
Accept

Initial Topics Considered
- Global warming/environmentalism
- The power of words/Negative Media 
- Spirituality
- Politics

The topic of words/negative media was selected, 
but it needed rethinking to make it innovative.

An initial design goal of creating an artwear
collection that discusses a topic was chosen.

This step and step 3 (Define) overlap during the
process of this creative endeavor.

Initial concept sketch using the topic of
headlines and negative words. This was used

in the thesis proposal.



1
Accept

Topic Development

A design goal to create the garments with minimal to zero
waste was established.

Digital textile printing was also accepted as part of
the project.

Eye tracking arrived at CMU and I had an opportunity to
take the intensive workshop on how to use it.

Eye tracking appeared to be the missing link needed to make
this project innovative.

An example of eye tracking showing 
Consumer stimulation (REB, 2017).



1
Accept

Further ideation was mapped to see if zero waste fashion design, negative internet
Exposure, and eye tracking technology could work together for this creative endeavor.



1
Accept

Design Goal Accepted

To create an artwear collection and exhibit it to create public
discourse on the negative aspects of internet usage. This can be

seen through internet abuse and overstimulation, which is increasing
as internet usage grows with consumers. A counter point of returning to

nature/our natural selves without the internet is suggested.

The artwear design from finishes, techniques, and overall aesthetic would be
at the discretion of the designer. Artwear is fluid and interpreted differently

by everyone. This is the designer’s vision.

The final collection will help observers gauge their own internet usage
and to make informed decisions for their own mental/physical health.

The final collection will be exhibited at CMU and submitted to various other exhibition
opportunities nationwide to expand the size of the audience.



2
Analyze

Analyzation of the chosen topic to see current trends.



2
Analyze

Literature Review

- A literature review was conducted to see current trends before the final choices
for the creative endeavor were picked.

- Based on the literature review the following was discovered:
- 73% of Americans are going online (Perrin, 2015)
- Millenials can spend up to 18+ hours a day online (Howard, 2016)
- 44% of adults in the United States get their news from Facebook (Blair, 2017)
- Usage of social media sites like Facebook can increase dissatisfaction with 

one’s life along with poor mental and physical health (Shakya,& Christakis, 2017)
- Increased online media consumption is leading the American Journal of Psychiatry to

include internet addiction to be added to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM), which is used to diagnose patients (Alban, 2016).

- Negativity bias, a term developed by Psychologists, refers to the desire to seek
out negative information and visuals (Stafford, 2014). Researchers find that this
desire is being seen with consumers viewing social media.



2
Analyze

Discussions

Talking to friends, family, and colleagues about
current topics seemed to revolve around the internet
propagating negativity and overstimulating people to
the point of addiction.

Some friends discussed that the internet seems to
get you addicted to negativity. This phenomenon was
seen in the literature review with the Psychology 
term “Negativity Bias.”

These conversations and the literature helped focus the
creative endeavor. The internet and internet consumption
can have a direct negative impact on people’s health.

An example of a friend leaving social media. A 
similar post was placed on Facebook before both

accounts were closed.



3
Define

Defining significant portions of the chosen topic.



3
Define

Techniques Chosen

Zero Waste Design Methods: Subtraction Cutting
- Avant Garde Shapes
- Artwear focus

Digital Textile Printing
- Create prints using eye tracking

Eye Tracking
- Show stimulation effects of the internet



3
Define

Chosen Social Media Sites

- Four online social/news media sites were chosen
based on their popularity. 

- Facebook and Twitter were chosen as the two social
media based sites.

- CNN and Fox News were chosen as the two news media
sites that are often shared on sites such as
Facebook on a consumer’s newsfeed.

- CNN and Fox News were also selected to ensure the
creative endeavor was unbiased due to the opposing
views and political stance held by both sites.



3
Define

Silhouette & Print Design

- Silhouettes for the final collection were determined
to be Avant Garde/Artwear based. These would not be
traditional commercial silhouettes.

- Silhouettes would be created using zero/minimal waste
techniques such as subtraction cutting as determined
from the ideation map completed in Step 1: Accept.

- Further silhouette development would be carried out
in Step 4: Ideation.

- Prints for the collection would be created from the
data gathered from eye tracking with participants. 



3
Define

Silhouette Design

- Subtraction cutting is the removal of volume by 
removing shaped areas from the fabric.

- This can be accomplished in the traditional way 
outlined by Julian Roberts, which involves removal of 
circles. The holes are sewn together to create
interesting silhouettes.

- Other designs can be achieved by interesting pattern
arrangement on the fabric and subtracting only selected    
areas.

- Subtraction is minimal waste since it creates textile 
remnants from the subtracted areas.

An example of Mr. Robert’s subtraction
cutting in creating interesting 

shapes (Roberts, n.d.).



4
Ideation

Determining the best ideas for the creative endeavor.



4
Ideation

Silhouette

- During this step various prototypes were
developed and tested to determine the major
shapes.

- A creative journal was used to document these
ideas, additional information, and sketches



4
Ideation

Silhouette

- An idea to create stackable designs came from
observing people using internet browsers that
contained various tabs of opened websites.

- These “browser tabs” and stackable fashion was
also inspired by the 2010 Fall show for Viktor
& Rolf (Moore, 2010). The designers had one static 
model layered with numerous garments that they 
removed slowly in order to dress other models.

- Garments would be stacked in order of eye tracking
data - highest volume (Bottom) to lowest (Top).



4
Ideation

Half-Scale Prototypes
Examples of creating stackable minimal/zero waste designs



4
Ideation

Print Design (Eye Tracking)

- To ensure eye tracking would create innovative
textile prints a pilot study with three students
was conducted.

- The pilot study consisted of 4 social/news media
slides along with 4 slides from nature to serve
as a counter point. Nature imagery was discovered
to be soothing (Levi, 2016) and used in art therapy
in terms of colors (Art Therapy, 2017).

- All participants were given ten seconds to view
the slides. After seeing the results the final participants 
would receive only five seconds to view the slides. This 
would show the immediate stimulatory impact on the participants.

- The pilot test was also a chance to test the equipment
to ensure smooth testing for the final participants.

- IRB approval was sought before the final eye tracking
session. The IRB panel deemed this did not need IRB approval.

Two of the slides from the pilot test showing
the data from three participants.



5
Selection

Selection of the final components developed during ideation.



5
Selection

Eye Tracking Participants

- 12 millennial age college students were chosen:
- 6 female and 6 male CMU students
- Undergraduate and Graduate level

- Each participant was labeled with a color from the
traditional color wheel. The inspiration for using
the color wheel came from how the eye sees color
and processes this information. The goal for print
and color elements continued with the eye mechanism
motif used throughout the creative endeavor.

- 12 major pantone colors were selected and 12 
coordinating minor colors were selected using the
mobile Pantone application. 

- Usage of the color wheel protected the identities of
they eye tracking participants and would create
interesting color stories in the final prints.

The color wheel developed for this
creative endeavor. 



5
Selection

Eye Tracking Slides

- Four slides for social media and four
slides for nature were selected for the
final eye tracking session.

- All personal information on the slides was
concealed using Adobe Photoshop. 

- Each slide would be given five seconds for
the participant to observe.

- A survey was created that the participant
would complete after the eye tracking.

The slides in order of appearance used for
the final eye tracking session with all

twelve participants.



5
Selection

Silhouettes

- Final prototypes for the social media based
eye tracking designs were done in both half
and full scale.

- A jumpsuit garment was designed to be worn
under the social media based “outerwear.”

- The nature slides were developed into one
culminated design to serve as a counter point
to the social media designs. This design would
feature similar shaping and usage of minimal
waste design methods such as subtraction
cutting. 

- Once the full scale prototypes were constructed
they were analyzed and final design concepts
were selected for all garments.



5
Selection

The final collection line illustrated after full scale prototyping and print development.



5
Selection

Fabrics

- All social media based textile prints were
decided to be printed with the UK company,
Contrado. This company’s wide selection of
synthetic fabrics would work well with the
”synthetic” nature of the internet.

- The fabric for the final garment representing 
nature was chosen to be printed at CMU using 
natural fibers such as silk.

- Additional silk fabric would be purchased from
Mood fabrics. Additional synthetic fabrics such
as Neoprene would also be purchased from Mood.

- All trims and zippers would be purchased from
the local JoAnn Fabrics store.

CMU’s Digital Textile Printer.



6
Implement

Execution of all selected elements to create the final collection.



6
Implement

Print Design

- All social media site based eye tracking was
developed into textile prints using the same
steps:

- Alteration of the original slide image into
a black/white textural image.

- Rendering all of 12 participant’s data from
the eye tracking slide using Adobe Illustrator.

- Placing the rendered data on top of the altered
background image and shuffling the data to create
an interesting final color story. Various steps in developing the backdrop

for the eye tracking data using the
original slide’s image without the

eye tracking data.



6
Implement

Print Design

- All saccadic movements and fixations were rendered
for the final digital prints.

- Saccades are the movements tracked during an eye
tracking session. It shows the path of the eyes
across the targeted media.

- Fixations are the focal areas where the eye rested
or focused before moving into the next saccade.

- Each participant’s data was rendered in their
corresponding Pantone color to protect their
identity and to distinguish their data from other
participants.

Fixation

Fixation

Saccade



6
Implement

Social Media Print Design
Steps to creating the social media based textile prints

Development of the fixation aesthetic. Development of the saccade aesthetic.

Applying final filters in Adobe Photoshop on
the final textile print.

Rendering participant data and applying
a final drop shadow effect.



6
Implement

Nature Based Print Design
Steps to creating the social media based textile prints

Application of Photoshop filters on final
eye tracking nature slides.

Arrangement of final filtered eye tracking nature
slides before final alterations to create one final design.

Using Lectra’s Kaledo Print to create a repeatable
print and clean away redundant areas.

Applying the final filter on the nature print.



6
Implement

Final Textile Prints
Steps to creating the social media based textile prints

The final wide panel social media prints (Left)
and the final repeatable nature/neutrality print (Above).
The social media prints were produced on 100% polyester

twill through Contrado while the nature print was produced 
on 100% silk organza at CMU.



6
Implement

Garment Construction
Various images of the garment construction and techniques used



6
Implement

Final Garments
All six garments created for this creative endeavor.



6
Implement

Jumpsuit
Final garment worn under social media outerwear

The jumpsuit is made with a medium weight polyester knit fabric
and features a center front invisible zipper.



6
Implement

Twitter
Final garment and pattern

The tailcoat is made from digitally print polyester twill
and features two back options. The fitted sleeves are made from neoprene.



6
Implement

Facebook
Final garment and pattern

The digitally printed polyester twill jacket features gathered armscyes that 
can be raised or lowered. Center back also features two different options.



6
Implement

Fox News
Final garment and pattern

The vest is made from digitally print polyester twill
and features an invisible zipper at center front.



6
Implement

CNN
Final garment and pattern

The cloak is made from digitally print polyester twill and features a neoprene
hood. Center back offers two different options.



6
Implement

Browser Tabs
Layer by layer of the finale garment

From the right: Twitter, Twitter/Facebook, Twitter/Facebook/Fox News, Twitter/Facebook/Fox News/CNN



6
Implement

Browser Tabs
Finale garment with all social media layered on each other



6
Implement

Nature/Neutrality Garment
Final garment and pattern

The dress features digitally printed silk organza overlaid on white silk dupioni, The
belt has been hand dyed to match the blue participant who had the most nature eye tracking data.



7
Exhibition

Selection of the final components developed during ideation.



7
Exhibition

Exhibition Design

- A flyer was printed and distributed across CMU
in the following ways:

- The FMD Student Mailing List
- Facebook & Instagram postings
- Flyers across campus

- Nine posters detailing the process of this creative
endeavor were developed to help inform the audience
and create public discourse on the topic of internet
usage, abuse, and overstimulation.

- A floorplan was developed and executed with half
scale and full scale prototypes, the design journal
used for this project, print examples, technique
samples, and the final garments.

The flyer sent to students, faculty, friends,
and family for the public exhibition.



7
Exhibition

Final Floorplan & Exhibition Set-Up



7
Exhibition

Final Floorplan & Exhibition Set-Up



7
Exhibition

Final Floorplan & Exhibition Set-Up



7
Exhibition

Final Floorplan & Exhibition Set-Up



7
Exhibition

Final Floorplan & Exhibition Set-Up
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Thank you!
Any Questions?


